
With this kit you can create your own personalized pet
stones. The process is easy, but read the complete
instructions before you begin.

Contents:
• One large Pet Stone Mold
• One each small dog and cat image molds
• Two each small dog and cat paw print molds
• 42 press in letters, numbers and punctuation marks
• 2.5 pounds of lightweight concrete mix
• Buff colored concrete tint
• Plastic trowel
• Instructions

Special Note: Children should not use this kit without
adult supervision. Do not use in temperatures below 40
degrees Farenheit.

Directions For Making Your Pet Stone

Note: The included concrete is a starter bag that will
allow you to make one stone. To make more stones, you
need to get additional concrete. Concrete patcher mix
works best, though any concrete mix with a fine aggregate
(sand, not gravel) will work.

Making a Pet Stone with an embedded cat, dog, or paw
print stone is a two-day process. Make the small stones
on day one and then embed them in the larger stone on
day two. Making a stone that only has letters, numbers
and/or memento objects takes one day.

Small Molds / Day 1 (skip if not making these):

Gather these things before you start:
• All the items from this kit
• Plastic sheet for work area

(a garbage bag works well)
• Mixing bucket
• Water for mixing & clean up
• Measuring cup
• Vinyl/latex gloves (optional)

1. Place plastic sheet/garbage bag over work area. Pick a
work area where your stones can dry undisturbed for 24
hours.

2. Locate the small dog/cat and paw
print molds. Open the bag of con-
crete. To measure the amount of
concrete you need, use the mold as

a measuring “spoon”. Measure a
heaping mold of concrete mix with
each mold you want to make.
Dump the measured mix into your
bucket or plastic cup. Add water a
few drops at a time until mix is the
consistency of thick peanut butter; do not make the mix
soupy or your finished concrete will be brittle. Add tint a
little at a time until desired color is achieved (or leave con-
crete untinted if you prefer).

3. Fill your small mold(s) with con-
crete mix. Push the concrete into
the recesses of the mold with a fin-
ger. Level the concrete with your
trowel. Wash your hands thor-
oughly. Leave undisturbed for 24
hours.

Large Mold / Day Two:

1. Locate large Pet Stone mold and other items in kit. If
you’ve made cat/dog/paw prints, pop them out of molds.

2. Decide what words you would like to stamp into your
stone and lay out necessary letters/numbers. Also locate
any other items (like pebbles, beads, or dogtags) that you
would like on your stone.

3. Carefully pour the dry concrete into bucket. Do not
breathe the dust (it’s best to pour concrete outside). Add
approximately 1.5 cups of water.
Use the trowel to mix thoroughly,
add more water a few drops at a
time if necesary until your concrete
is the consistency of thick peanut
butter. Be careful not to add too
much water.

4. Fill the large mold with the con-
crete, pushing it down and leveling
it with the trowel. Jiggle the form
for a few minutes to help the con-
crete settle.

5. If you want to have an impression of your pet’s paw in
your stone, you may want to do this first and add other
elements around this impression. Gently but firmly press
your pet’s paw into the concrete and carefully remove.
Thoroughly wash your pet’s paw; concrete left on an ani-
mal’s skin can irritate it.



6. To use the press-in letters, align
all of the letters for a word gently on
top of the wet concrete. If a letter is
used more than once, place it in its
first position and then move it to
where it occurs again. This will help
you get the spacing right. Once stamps are arranged, push
them in one at a time and carefully remove. If you make
a mistake, smooth the concrete and start over. Rinse each
letter when you're done to remove
any concrete.

7. Place any small stone images
you’ve already made and any other
objects into the larger mold. Press
them in until they are about level with the wet concrete.
Jiggle again to settle.

8. Let your stone cure for at least 48 hours before han-
dling it. If you are making your stones in direct sun, cover
with a sheet of plastic. Concrete needs moisture to cure.

9. Clean your letters, bucket and trowel thoroughly.
Wash your hands with soap and water. Concrete left too
long on skin can irritate it.

10. After curing for 48 hours, pop your finished pet stone
out of the mold. Wash all molds thoroughly if you plan on
re-using them.

Making More Stones

The molds and press-in letters in your kit are reusable. You
can make as many Pet Stones as you want. You only need
to purchase more concrete and/or tint.

After setting up your workspace and gathering your sup-
plies, prepare the concrete and tint according to the pack-
age instructions. You can use your trowel or a small shov-
el for mixing. Don't forget that you will be making your
small stones one day and then adding them to your larger
stone on day two.

Have fun and be creative! Experiment with changing the
design and orientation of the stone.

A note on buying the right concrete mix:
When buying concrete, the important thing for making
these stones is that your concrete mix has Portland cement
as the binding agent with a fine sand aggregate. There
should be no gravel in the mix. Any aggregate other than
fine sand will not allow for a clean letter impression. You
can purchase concrete mix at most hardware or home
improvement stores; look for “concrete patcher.” You can
also purchase more of the Poetry Stones lightweight con-
crete mix included with this kit by visiting our website at:
www.poetrystones.com.

Additional Stone Accessories
you can order directly from

Poetry Stones:

Lightweight concrete mix - 4 lbs.
Buff concrete tint - 3 oz.
Set of uppercase Traditional Press-In Letters
Set of lowercase Traditional Press-In Letters
Set of uppercase Classic Press-In Letters
Adjustable form - makes square stones from 4-15”
100 glass jewels - red, turquoise, blue, dark green
120 mosaic tiles - red, yellow, blue, green, white

Visit our website at
www.poetrystones.com for price

and ordering information
or call us at

800-370-7697 or 612-638-1040.


